
1  Listen. Listen and  
repeat.   TR: 9.1

2  Listen and read.   TR: 9.2

Lesson 1

What is Treasure Find? 

In a Treasure Find activity, you look 

for treasure in a city. We design 

each Treasure Find activity to help 

you explore a city and to learn 

about its most famous sights.

How does it work?

First, find a team of 3 – 4 people. 

It’s better to explore in a group. 

You must download the Treasure 

Find app. The phone will know 

your location. Touch ‘Start’ to 

begin your adventure. The app 

then gives you directions to your 

first place. Follow the directions 

to the first place. They’re usually 

important buildings, statues or 

public parks. 

Once you arrive, you’ll get 

information about the place. You 

will have 30 seconds to study the 

information, and then you’ll get  

a test. If you pass the test, you  

get easy directions to the next 

place. If not, the directions can  

be very difficult. 

How do we win?

To win, your team has to go from 

place to place quickly. Once you 

get to the last place, there is a 

Treasure Find sign. Stand next 

to it and take a photo. Send your 

photo through the Treasure Find 

app. The app marks your time. 

Then, the Treasure Find team 

sends a message to the winner for 

each city. The winner each month 

gets a great prize!

What are you waiting for?  

Start your adventure today! 

Treasure Find
City  Scavenger Hunt

4  Answer the questions.

1 How many people do you have to have for 
a team?

2 What do you have to do to begin your 
adventure? 

3 How do you know where to go?

4 If you do badly on a test, what happens? 

5 Who gets a prize?

3  Write the words from Activity 1.

1   A place

2   To go where signs or 
 instructions tell you

3  To decide how something 
will look or work

4   What people know about 
something

5   Something tourists go  
to see 

design information sight location
follow (the) directions 

Name:  The Bear and  

The Berry Tree

Location:  Puerta del Sol, 

Madrid town centre

Date:   1967

Size:   4 m (13 ft.) tall

Treasure Find
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